Building Rubrics

4 - Exceeds expectations
3 - Meets expectations
2 - Approaches expectations
1 - Does not meet expectations

Oral Rubrics
Criteria:
Pronunciation .......... Words are pronounced correctly
Fluency ................ Presentation sounds well prepared with fluent narrative
Accuracy .............. Presentation is grammatically correct
Task ..................... Student is prepared to present without hesitation

Grade: __________

Building Rubrics
Criteria:
Task ..................... Completed on time with 2 cards, name on cards, in French
Authenticity ............ Built to demonstrate French architecture, products, culture
Visually Pleasing ....... Built with attention to detail
Effort ..................... Reflects extra effort

Grade: __________

Card Rubrics
Criteria:
Task ..................... Two cards completed with information according to project sheet
Accuracy .............. Correct grammar, spelling, word order, and punctuation
Comprehensibility .. Writing is understandable, legible, and neat

Grade: __________